How to insert DVD into iMAC Monitor?

On the right side of the monitor, there is DVD/CD-Rom slot. Insert the DVD and let it slide into the monitor by itself. Do NOT force it to slide in. It will cause damage to iMac and DVD.

The DVD player will automatically turn on when the DVD is inserted. Please wait few seconds and the DVD icon will appear on the monitor on right upper corner.

You may begin watching the DVD. When you are done watching DVD, click stop icon on the DVD player small box.

How to eject the DVD from iMAC monitor?

There are several ways to eject the DVD from the monitor.

1) Press the eject icon upper on right side next to F12.
2) Enter command and E at same time.
3) Scroll the DVD icon on the monitor at the upper right corner to trash bin. It will automatically change to eject symbol.

When the DVD icon disappears from the monitor that means the DVD is ejected. 😊